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log structured File System (LFS)
.

-> optimize for write performance on disk , utilize peak disk bandwidth-

-> more memory-> larger buffer cache => serves more read al cache

-> disk traffic will mostly be writes

-> FFS . (block group placement)
block - I shorter seektime when access sectors within the same blockgroup

Cless movement) group
Each block group has its own

imode table
,
imode bitmap,

data bitmap , data blocks

* shorter seeks but still slow

-> LFS : amortize seektime even more by doing large sequential write



How can we almost only do large sequential wit ?

works
-> try to allocate contiguous blocks wheneverpossible

Ho

some
A delayed allocation : don't allocate blocks for data untilwe

have to

degrees write it out
,
can buffermore writes to allocate

t I a larger contiguous chunh of blocks

enough
-> place frequently updated blocks together

-> inde next to data blocks (does this always work?)

Data at t Kate I what about shared bitmaps ? )

- ->

secondwil (no longer isequential (



To always perform sequential write - no fixed location for updates , copy on write!

-> LES appends changed blocks to a hog on
disk

-> current metadata & data is the lastest version in the leg .

Data) Anode/ Datal) patteen
mee log
old current
version version

-> to accumulate larger write : butter enough updates before writing to the tog
-> unitof wite = segment

-> metadata a data keeps changing disk foc upon updates
-> data can be found via imode (directly)

spens to other t blocks thatpoint-> inode ? how to find inode ? What has
to an imode when an inode moves ?



->

copy on wite structures often
have recensive update problems !

-> can be solved wl a layer of indirection (similar to SSDFTL indirection)
-> pointer to inode is done via a logicalpr /Mode #) instead of its

actual location
-> how to translate an imodet > imode low ?

imode map (many pieces , each tracks a different range of
mode#)

-
gets written as part of

theupdate !
accessed frequently , inodemap
is cached into memory

-> How can we find inde map if it keep moving ?
-> loc of each inode map piece is tracked

ata fixed
location .

LIS tracks & Superblock & CheckpointRegionat (mitten every 30s)
-> segmentsize -> lowof inodemap pieces
-> Is config -> last checkpointed segment



ment-> wite to checkpoint region is done at checkpoint interval than segwrites
.

/15/31/s ..... Log
wite R checkpointere

file sys upto seg4 .

-> Segment Allocation
head Legtail

·

no data bitmap , always with sequentially,
space btwa tail& head is freeas

Fre but what happens when log takes up the
entiredisk ?

A Garbage Collection of Log
-> segment blocks : some live , somegarbage ·

ne

compact live blocks frommultiple segmentsnee

into a new segment, free to rease .


